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Welcome to Oliver, BC & the  
sunny “Sokanagan”! (South Okanagan) 



Downtown Oliver on Highway 97 

When you see this tower and colourful building, you’ve found 
our humble home in Oliver’s “Old Firehall.” Bill & Dawn Reid run 
the Firehall Bistro family restaurant on the building’s main level. 



Meet the Firehall Brew Crew 

Before we get any further, I’d like to introduce you to the team.  

Hello, my name is Sid, and I’m the Brew Chief here at the Firehall Brewery.   



Brewin’ Ruhlands 

On the left we have Jim Ruhland (Dad) of Ruhland Design & Construction. Jim & I decided to build 
the brewery ourselves, utilizing each other’s unique skills sets, instead of contracting it out to a 
company that had done it before. The construction took much longer because of this, but with 

much help from important individuals, we got ‘er done in about a year’s time. 



Brews Brothers 

Carson Ruhland, on the left, was always there in an instant when a couple 
extra hands were needed. He never got a penny out of it, but has earned 

himself the Head Brew-Hand position for when production is in full swing.   



The Muscles & The Laughter 

Now when I said “we” built the brewery, that’s actually hardly true. Dave Eckes of Ruhland Design 
& Construction (left)  supplied 99% of the carpentry finesse, while buddy Cody Kasper (right) and 
Ben Sommerville (not in photo) provided a helping hand all throughout the construction process. 

There was much laughter brought as well (after the morning caffeine had kicked in). 



Roxanne (aka: Wilson), The Office Neighbour 

And none of this would be possible if we had to spend all our time in the books. Well, these days it’s all 
computers, but if it wasn’t for Roxanne working on the administration, I would have certainly had a 
nervous breakdown dealing with the government and its bureaucracy. The above photo is my office 

view… does anyone remember Wilson from TV’s Home Improvement? 



The Pro 

Since this was our first brewery, we needed some expert advice. Don Moore was who I 
turned to whenever I had another brewing question (which was every 7 minutes it felt 

like). Thanks for answering all those texts Don! 



The Trades 

Many skilled tradesmen left their mark at the Firehall Brewery. We wouldn’t be making beer if it 
wasn’t for the fine work done by Border Plumbing & Heating (Osoyoos), Argon Electrical (Oliver), 
Viking Refrigeration (Kelowna), Knox Fire Protection (Kelowna), Underfoot Flooring (Oliver), Biron 

Construction (Penticton), Interior Stainless (Summerland) & Visual  Telecom (Oliver). 



The Friends & Family 

And many many more played important roles, big and small. Too many to name or picture 
here, but you know who you are! 



Brewery Entrance 

Welcome to the Firehall Brewery! Here are a few “before” shots of the brewery 
space, prior to renovations. This is back when the production area was a banquet 
room called the “Barrel Room.” The Firehall Brewery will be preserving the  Barrel 

Room name as it is still very relevant. 



“Barrel Room” Banquet Hall (Pre-Renovation) 

Many will remember dining in this subterranean concrete cavern. 
The Wine Cellar can be seen through the far glass double-doors.  



Subterranean Blues 
Here the stainless  steel brewing tanks will reside.  Music albums will be 

recorded  and filmed live here in the underground production area, a 
unique facet of the Firehall Brewery. 



Peeking Into Public Corridor 
The Barrel Room can be viewed from the public corridor found 
at the foot of the stairs. Upstairs you will be able to extinguish 

your thirst with fresh pints on-tap in the Firehall Bistro. 



View From the Cellar 

What was the Wine Cellar also looks into the public corridor. The world’s 
largest BC wine collection once rested in this cavernous room. Soon the 

Beer of Wine Country will age in the Cellar. 



View of the Cellar from the Public Corridor 
From the public corridor you might have seen the Cellar being used for 
storage before we boarded up the window and began renovating. The 

ceiling is roughly two feet below ground level and isolated by one foot of 
concrete, gaining insulation value from the Earth’s thermal mass. 



Back-Alley Access 

The rear of the Old Firehall provides commercial access to a back-alley in 
Oliver`s industrial sector. The industrial sector will reverberate with live 
music when the Firehall Brewery gets its Back-Alley Concerts a-rockin`! 



The Administration Office 
Before execution, we needed a plan. This is where the brainstorming and 

number crunching did and still does  take place. It also sometimes doubles 
as a music rehearsal space and the labourer/future-brewer`s (my) lodging. 



Basement Brewery 
We were able to find a 10-hectolitre used brewing system for sale in the South 
Okanagan. Home-brewing systems tend to swell over time, as hobby turns to 

passion. This system is an excellent example, installed by a home-brewer in his 
basement. Its affordability allows for a lean and agile brewery with low capital 

costs, a strength in the dynamic and fierce beer industry. 



The Tower tells the Town 

The first step was letting everyone know what`s going on; an 
important measure to take in a small, gossipy town like Oliver.  



“BREWERY”! 

Thank you to Oliver`s Outreach Neon for the “Brewery” sign. 

 



Dust Control 

The first job, much to the delight of the labourer/future-brewer (sarcasm), was  to tape plastic over 
all the doors and vents to control construction dust and smells.  The plastic liked to set off the motion 

sensor alarm in the middle of the night, often causing it to get ripped down in rage by the lucky 
person responding to the alarm call. 



Captain’s Room Dust Control 

Plastic was laid over items being stored in the Captain’s Room. 
The Captain’s Room is a banquet hall beside the brewery’s 
production area, and will be used to host events once the 

Firehall Brewery is finished being constructed. 



The Trench 

Need #1: floor drainage.  

Solution: drill, crack, jackhammer, pry, shovel, and wheel out one-foot-thick 
concrete to create a 60-foot trench for laying pipes. Lay pipe. Then fill it back in 

with concrete. The dust might still be in our nostrils. 



Workout Routine 

This was the most physically demanding task in the whole renovation process. A big 
thank you goes to Bill & Dawn Reid of the Firehall Bistro for putting up with the dust. 



Like It Never Happened… 

 After Border Plumbing laid our systems’ lines in the trench, we insulated them and filled 
the trench up with sand and concrete, thanks to help from Dean’s Concrete Finishing and 

the Oliver Readi-Mix. 



What happened to the pretty tile floor? 
Thank you to the Oliver Rental Centre, Mike Johnson’s Excavating 

Ltd, and Rick Knodel of Canadian Rock & Concrete Cracker for 
helping us make the mess. And to Border Plumbing, the Oliver Readi-

Mix, and Dean’s Concrete Finishing for helping us fix the mess. 



Breaking Ground 

Need #2: Housing for mechanical systems. 

Solution: Add a shed to the backside of the building for the boiler, 
carbon dioxide tanks, electrical panel, and refrigeration units. 



Preliminary Formwork 

Digging dirt doesn’t seem so bad after jackhammering and shoveling concrete. 



Boiler Shed 

The boiler shed skeleton basks in the desert sun.  



Dave 

Dave Eckes of Ruhland Design & Construction framed the boiler shed 
addition all by himself while the labourer/future-brewer hid in the 
air-conditioned office trailer, reading up on hops and barley malt. 

 



Slowly But Surely 

All summer from the 2nd floor screen window, the Bistro kitchen 
staff watched the tradespeople toiling in the desert sun and the 

Ruhlands talking on their cell phones. 



Floor Drains Complete 

Dave did a great job finishing the floor drains. The rest of the 
concrete is now ready to get poured on top of the tile, as to 

allow for a sloped floor leading to the drains. 



Dean and “Swede” 
The concrete finishers began their art in the cellar and carefully crafted the 

whole brewery floor, while we brought wheelbarrow load after wheelbarrow 
load of fresh concrete from the Oliver Readi-Mix truck outside. 



Working Hard 
Dean and Swede bust their backs while Dave carefully measures 

the air between his hands. 



Bye Bye Tile 

Interesting to see the fancy tile being drowned forever by a 
thick layer of concrete. 



Mud Art 

It’s a lot harder than you’d think to sculpt wet mud into a sloped 
surface. But these gentlemen laid down a true work of art! 



Voila! 

The brewery had tropical humidity for days and days as the concrete 
dried and cured. The sloped floor added an industrial accent to the 

room’s ambiance, as well as changed the sound acoustics. 



Checking Out The Good Work 

The summer sun was still shining when the mess started to look 
pretty. And music has already started up in the building, in the 

form of Open Mic Night every Wednesday. 



Cellar? 
Do you recognize the Cellar? The pink styrofoam on the walls is insulation 

to minimize energy usage. Because the building was built in the 1930’s 
according to the building codes of the time, this room is not what a 

carpenter would call “square.” So each piece of styro-foam insulation was 
custom cut to fit its unique wall location. 



That’s What Friends Are For! 
It feels a lot less like work when you have good pals lending a hand. 
Although, who wouldn’t want to help the local brewer get brewing? 



Painting Time! 
And finally it’s time to paint! We chose a strong epoxy paint so the 

concrete will be protected from cleaning products, as well as to optimize 
ease of cleaning. Cleanliness is extremely important in the brewing 

industry. Thank you to Alberto’s Decorating Centre for the paint! 



Boring Paint Colour Choice? 
“Light gray” may seem a bit drab, but we wanted to preserve the look of the 
concrete. Part of the living history of the Firehall is the cavernous bunker, in 
which the brewery is built. In addition, the light shade will be easy to clean. 



Our Biggest Fan 

“Fred” the Fan guards the door, helping us get all paint fumes 
out of the building. 



Second Coat 
The second coat is now on the walls and the ceiling. Now we 
must cover the wooden walls with waterproof FRP (fibreglass 

wall panels) before we can paint the floor. 



The work days are now much longer than “dawn to dusk.” It 
requires a strong thirst for that first pint of beer to keep us going. 

Late Nights 



Oh ya, the TRENCH! 

The pipe trench now filled with concrete must be made pretty 
again, but there was no more matching tile available on the 

market. So Alberto Veintimilla of Underfoot Flooring came in to 
customize a faux “stone” floor. 



Brewhawk! 
It’s time for battle! The 15-hour work days begin, and the 

Firehall Brewery picks up momentum as crunch time nears and 
the thirst to brew grows! I got my lady to cut me a “brewhawk” 
to show that I mean business; a modern warrior entering the 

fierce commercial-beer battlefield. 



The Jungle 

The FRP (fibreglass wall panels) were heavy, so they needed to 
be held up by braces after we glued them to the ceiling. Glue 

drying… another waiting game. 



Bob Marley the Barley Mill 
The brewery will be ordering malted barley, but the grain needs 
to be milled before we can brew with it. We ordered the Econo 

Mill from Apollo Machine & Products in Saskatchewan. Here 
Bob Marley the Barley Mill poses with me, brother Carson on 

the left, and musician buddy Jared Yackal on the right. 



The Early Mornings Start Earlier 

“The stars were nice this morning” is not your average daily comment. But there 
was no way of getting everything done in a day without getting up long before the 
sun. Here Dave opens the back gate to pick up the Ruhland Design & Construction 
trailer, because this is the day we move the brewing tanks to the Firehall Brewery! 



The Kettle 

Here we see “BB King” the Brew Kettle waiting to be unloaded 
from the trailer. Still no sign of the morning sun. 



Into Storage 

Because the floor had yet to be painted, the tanks had to temporarily take up residence in 
our storage shed. Two tanks are missing however; they are up with Jim Ure at Interior 

Stainless in Summerland, BC. Jim had to alter the tanks to create two fermenters for us. 



Lots of Bits & Pieces  

The storage shed also filled up with a long list of equipment, 
supplies, gadgets and gizmos. 



The Never-Ending FRP 

We literally thought that the fibreglass wall panel installation 
would never end. As already mentioned, the old building is far 
from square, requiring Dave’s expert skills to custom cut each 

panel. But it will pay off when it comes time to spray down the 
brewery walls with a hose. 



Pixie-Stick Jungle 

Once the wall panel installation was complete in the Barrel 
Room, we returned to the Cellar, where the ceiling panel glue 

had been given enough time to dry. 



The Weather Has Turned 

As you can tell from the toques and flannel, autumn is in full 
swing. Crunch time! Here the “Glue Crew” shows their 

excitement from being nearly finished the FRP wall panels. 



Ain’t That Perdy! 

With the “pixie-sticks” removed, the cellar looks pretty flashy with 
its brilliant fibreglass walls. We aren’t going to miss wrestling those 

stubborn wall panels into their uncooperative locations. 



Just Finished 1st Coat of Floor Paint 

Thanks to Mike Szalay (our logo designer) for taping plastic along walls to protect our FRP 
from the epoxy paint. A particular worker (see above photo) is quite excited to quit his 

renovation-labour career and start brewing! Only 1,000,001 items left on the To-Do List. 



Remembrance Day – Chiller Awaits Installation 

Our chiller has arrived, made by Pro Refrigeration in Seattle, 
Washington. It cools glycol that will be circulated around  our 
fermentation tanks to maintain an optimal temperature. Here 
Jim & Joanne Ruhland of Ruhland Design & Construction pose 

with the chiller in its shipping crate. 



Inside The Boiler Shed 

Here we see the boiler partially hooked up by Border Plumbing. 
Soon we will need to install a room heater to prevent pipes 

from freezing. 



The “Stone” Floor 
It’s time to see how well we can make the new faux-stone floor 

look like the tile floor beside it. More paint from Alberto’s 
Decorating Centre. 



Base Layer Colour… Pumpkin? 

Actually the base paint’s colour is called “mincemeat”, though I don’t 
know if I’d dare eat mincemeat if it was that colour.  



November 16, 2011 – Barrel Room  
Look at that! It’s starting to look like a brewery! 

The room’s surfaces are now ready for beer making equipment. 



Ventilation 
Need #3: getting steam from the brew kettle out of the room. 

Solution: Stack condenser. Because the Barrel Room is a couple feet underground and the 
concrete walls are a foot thick, there’s no easy way to get a ventilation pipe outside. So, a 

stack condenser instead will be mounted on BB King the Brew Kettle to turn the steam 
into water that can drip into our new floor drains. 



Jim Ure - Interior Stainless 
Jim Ure of Interior Stainless journeyed down from Summerland to modify BB King, our Brew 

Kettle. He is about to chop down the top vent stub and weld on a flange. We will then mount the 
stack condenser to the flange. Jim Ruhland counts the inches on his tape measure. 



Fireworks 
The top pipe stub that Jim is chopping down here used to deliver steam from the 

boiling liquid to an outside vent, when the kettle was at its previous location. 



Specialty Welding 
There’s welding, and then there’s stainless steel welding. Jim is the best 
around, not even affected by an anxious labourer/future-brewer taking 

pictures over his shoulder. 



Compressor Duo 
Here our two compressors chill out together in their new home. The hanging 
unit is a compressor for chilling refrigerant to be sent to the cooler fan in the 

Cellar, and the silver monster is the glycol chiller from Pro Refrigeration. 



Gotta Love Those Friends 
It’s always good to have a few friends on call in case you have a couple hunks 

of stainless steel to haul around. Of course the end-in-mind always helps. 



Perfect Fit! 
The tanks really couldn’t have been a better fit for our little space. 



Strike a Pose! 

Might as well take a few fun shots with the tanks! But it’s harder than 
you’d think to get some folks in front of a camera because of the ever-

growing fear of Facebook tags. 



Interior Stainless - Summerland 
It’s time to pick up those two missing tanks! Simon & Garfunkel the 

Fermenters are done being modified by Jim Ure, so we picked them up in 
Summerland and brought ‘em south 



Welcome Home! 

Here Simon & Garfunkel arrive behind the Old Firehall. 



Rock ‘n’ Roll Tanks 
Thanks Kyle for helping roll in the fermenters, and to Bill for letting us steal a 

kitchen staff member! 



Sexy Stainless Steel 
Simon & Garfunkel the Fermenters hang out together in the centre of the photo, BB King the 

Brew Kettle hides behind the concrete post, and Elton the Mash Tun greets visitors at the 
entrance on the photo’s right side.  



Floyd the Chemical Tank 

Floyd… it’s where we keep the acid. “C.I.P.” means “Clean In Place”, and refers to the process of cleaning 
a tank by pumping a cleaning solution through it from a C.I.P. tank. Floyd was made for us by Specific 

Mechanical in Victoria, BC, who calls it a “Flexiclean” because it can also be rigged up for washing kegs. 



Crosby & Stills 
We still need to find a third & fourth aging tank to join Crosby & Stills in the Cellar, 

obviously to be named Nash & Young (60’s band “Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young”). They 
make for great reverb units (creating echo effects) when we jam in the Cellar. 



Finishing Construction Takes FOREVER 
Lots of little details left for us, like installing a fence for keg storage, and a few big 

details for Border Plumbing (see van in photo) like installing water and steam lines. 



Captain’s Room Clean-up 
The Captain’s Room is starting to shape up, back to its original luster.  Soon the Open Mic Night will 

move down to this room from the Bistro, to save the ears of those looking for peaceful dining. 



Water Filtration 
Keith from Border Plumbing does a great job putting the water filtration system 

together. We have two “Big Blue” sediment filters (far wall, left side), followed by an 
activated carbon filter for removing chlorine (black thing behind ladder). 



More Mess, More Noise 

To get our water lines into the brewery from the room containing our water filtration system, 
we had to core two holes through a 1-foot-thick concrete wall. Each hole took a morning to 
complete, as we couldn’t core during the restaurant’s operating hours that begin at 11am. 



Viking Refrigeration sails down from Kelowna 

Two Vikings sail down to install our cooling system: glycol pipes, actuated valves, and 
heat exchanger. They are installing Georg Fischer pipes and valves, which were 

recommended to me by Frederick Tremblay when he showed me and m’lady around 
his brewery in Quebec: Microbrasserie Charlevoix. 



Kyle & Jason 

Vikings Kyle and Jason are installing valves that will automatically attenuate the flow 
of cold glycol to the Fermenter tank’s cooling jackets, based on readings from a 

thermometer submersed in the fermenting brew.  



Brand-Spanking-New 

Our new heat exchanger sourced through Viking Refrigeration has been mounted on 
the wall and ready to be plumbed with water and glycol. This unit will cool 1200 litres 
of boiling wort (wort: sweet barley extract) down to the desired temperature for yeast 

inoculation in less than one hour. 



BB King’s Hat 

We’ve bolted on BB King’s hat, which is the stack condenser that solved our steam 
ventilation problem. More sexy stainless steel! 



Short Days 

This is what the end of the day has looked like for months now. Dark, cold, snowy, sleepy. 



WELCOME! 

A chalkboard welcomes brewery visitors in the Old Firehall’s downstairs public corridor, 
though we’re not open yet: “Construction to be Completed January 2012.” We have 

currently made it through one government inspection, only three more to go! 



Treated and Untreated Water 

The left picture shows both treated and untreated water leaving the water filtration room 
through the holes Dave cored through the concrete wall. The right picture shows the two 

water lines entering the production area, before splitting off for all the different water 
needs in the brewery. The copper water pipes will be insulated after installation is complete 

to prevent the water from warming up. One of the applications of water in brewing is 
cooling, which is obviously much more effective when the water is cool. 



Hendrix Entering New Home 

Hendrix the Hot Liquor Tank has arrived, dropped off by Daniel Biron of Biron 
Construction. Here we see our high-tech tank moving system hard at work. 



Thanks Daniel! 

Here we see Hendrix the Hot Liquor Tank, still wrapped in a protective film, posing with 
the manufacturer on the right, Daniel Biron, and the future-brewer on the left. 



Cooler View From The Public Corridor 

Crosby and Stills  the Aging Tanks jam out together in the cooler, wondering where Nash & Young 
are. Well, we won’t need a third aging tank until production is underway and extra capacity is 

needed. For now, it’s a cooler duet. This view is through the window in the public corridor. 



So the floor drains work… 

Dave did a great job on the floor drains. We put them to the 
test when emptying Hendrix the Hot Liquor Tank. 



Boys & Their Toys 

This is one way to clean out all the valves. We’re not even brewing yet, but having a 
great time pumping around water and playing clamps, valves, & hoses. 



No Time For Lunch 

It’s easy to lose track of time in a concrete bunker/brewery without windows, and 
before you can say “is it lunch time yet?”, you realize it’s 6pm! Luckily there’s always 

mom, dropping off granola bars to keep us going. 



Stripping Hendrix 

Now that most of the heavy construction is out of the way, it’s time to strip the 
protective film off Hendrix the Hot Liquor Tank. Especially since we need to stick labels 

on all the tanks, according to regulation. 



Tank Labelling 

The CRA wants all our tanks to be labelled… it was never mentioned why…. 

Will the label stick? 



YES IT WILL! 

Thanks to Outreach Neon in Oliver, BC for the decals! 



Wouldn’t Be Truly Canadian Without  Duct Tape! 

Taping steam line insulation; those steam lines will get “piping” hot! 

(So sorry, couldn’t help myself with that pun) 



We Gotta Lotta Hose 

Firehall Brewery… we have the most hose… appropriate for a microbrewery in an old fire hall. We 
received Vintner’s Hose made by Good Year through Stephen of New Line Hose & Fittings. After 

playing some Led Zeppelin tunes during cleaning, it was decided to change the names of the 
fermentation tanks from Simon & Garfunkle the Fermenters to Led & Zep the Fermenters. Because 

a blimp over troubled waters is better than a bridge. 



Rolled-Paper Match 

The time has come to fire up the old boiler. Here we see Jesse from Border Plumbing 
getting ready to light the pilot light. 



Stand Back! 

The boiler needs to make steam to run through the jackets surrounding our brewing tanks, which 
will heat the contents of the tanks. For example, we’ll need to boil 1200 litres of barley extract in 
BB King the Brew Kettle for 90 minutes. If the boiler can’t get us a boil, we won’t be making beer! 



And We Got A Boil! 

We got BB King a-rockin’ a rollin’ boil! Boiling sterilizes the barley extract, extracts 
bitterness/flavour/aroma from the hops added during the boil, and boils off unwanted flavours/aromas 

like dimethyl sulfide (an unpleasant, cabbage-like compound containing sulphur). Looking back in history, 
Alexander Keith couldn’t get a boil going, causing his beer to have a high amount of dimethyl sulfide. To 

this day, dimethyl sulfide is a characteristic of Alexander Keith’s India Pale Ale, which of course is not 
anything like a real India Pale Ale because of the absence of intense, bitter hoppiness. 



The Mill Shed 

Bob Marley the Barley Mill looks pretty good on his new stand, made by Dave and designed by Jim. 
The mill grinds the grain with two rollers that spin very close to each other. The gap between the 
rollers is extremely important when considering how fine or coarse the grist should be. Too fine, 
and it’ll all get stuck in Elton the Mash Tun. Too coarse, and there won’t be enough fermentable 

materials in Led or Zep the Fermenters. 



The Clean 

The last step before brewing is giving the place a good scrub. We declared war on all micro 
organisms in the brewery. Now only rubber boots can enter the room, or else! 

 

So we got the tanks, the hoses, the pumps, the tools, and the place is squeaky clean. Now what? 

I guess it’s that time… ORDER THE INGREDIENTS! 



The Grain Is Here! 

40 bags of barley were trucked in for us by Clark Freightways, supplied by Canada Malting and the 
Country Malt Group. We got our base malts from Canada Malting, crystal malts from Great Western 

Malting in the USA, and a couple specialty malts from Bairds in the UK. A mote of mousetraps surrounds 
the stock, protecting the delicious smelling grain from pesky vermin. Now where are the hops? 



Waiting 

Between UPS and Canada Customs, the hops being imported in from Washington got lost in cyber 
limbo for a whole week, delaying production by that amount of time. The longest week of the 

year! Unfortunately we had to ride the fresh powder up at Mt. Baldy Ski Area in the meantime. 



HOPS! HOPS! HOPS! 

Finally, after attacking UPS and Canada Customs with phone calls nearly every hour, the hops were able 
to find their way to the Old Firehall. Three German “Noble” hop varieties and one classic US variety will 

provide a clean bitterness to the finished ale, as well as spicy, floral, citrus, and/or herbal aromas. A beer 
without hops is not beer at all, but actually called “malt liquor” and is perceptively sweet because there 

is no hop bitterness to balance the sweetness. 



Are We There Yet? 

Yes! The brewery is complete, and the first brew day has come and gone. The beer is bubbling away in 
the fermenters as we speak. Take a gander at other Firehall Brewery media, especially for a peek at the 

excitement inside the brewery on the first brew day! 



BEFORE AFTER 

THE BARREL ROOM 



BEFORE 

AFTER 



BEFORE 

AFTER 



BEFORE AFTER 

THE CELLAR 



BEFORE 

AFTER 

THE  
BACK  

ALLEY 



SOUND THE ALARM! 
We’re brewin’ 

Thanks to all for helping to make it 
happen! Now that we’ve brewed a 
brewery, it’s time to get to brewin’! 

 

Extinguish Your Thirst! 

FACEBOOK.COM/FIREHALLBREWERY ~ FIREHALLBREWERY@GMAIL.COM 
YOUTUBE.COM/FIREHALLBREWERY ~ TWITTER.COM/FIREHALLBREWERY ~ MYSPACE.COM/FIREHALLBREWERY 

mailto:FIREHALLBREWERY@GMAIL.COM

